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‘Murphy, all life is figure and ground’.
‘But a wandering to find home,’ said Murphy.
(Samuel Beckett, Murphy)
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In The Optical Unconscious Rosalind E. Krauss defines ‘the modernist not-ground’ as ‘a field or background
that has risen to the surface of the work to become exactly coincident with its foreground, a field that is
thus ingested by the work as figure’. Hers is one way of describing an experience – Beckett’s is another –
created by a negotiation common to very many works of literature, music and visual art produced from the
late nineteenth century onwards. You can see it, for example, in the way that Degas pushes his human
figures to the side of his compositions, making you wonder where to look first; you can hear it when
regular motifs in free verse present striking regularity against non-poetic disorder, which you could at the
same time hear as new rhythms breaking away from familiar metres. But it’s also involved in Gertrude
Stein’s prose, in Duchamp’s Readymades, in the gestures of Yvonne Rainer’s dance pieces, and in all works
which play with repetition, chance and randomness, pattern and plotlessness; it’s an important part of the
‘archaeological imagination’ Kitty Hauser sees in 1930s Britain, what Christopher Hight has called ‘the
discourse around the human figure prevalent between the late 1940s and the early 1960s in many parts of
Europe and America’, and of the continuing rise of documentary forms during this period. It animates the
very wide range of work concerned with what has come to be termed ‘the everyday’ and is crucial to this
period’s thinking about aesthetic form, perceptual psychology and political engagement.
This matter of what should be attended to, and against a (less privileged, but nevertheless selected)
background of what else – and of how it feels to be faced with this question or an answer to it – extends to
ongoing debates about what we’re used to calling historical, critical and social ‘backgrounds’, conducted
by editors, curators, archivists, and scholars. Which texts, ideas, events and persons have been and
continue to be brought forward as the focus of inquiry to be ‘set against’ which others? Which structures
should be picked out and brought to the surface of a discourse, and how? How are works to be presented
in museums, galleries, collections, editions, catalogues, anthologies, lectures, critical essays, reading lists?
These can’t help but concern us as writers of criticism, for every time we begin work we choose our own
figures and grounds, or choose to accept others’ conventions for them; by focusing close attention on these
texts and also on our own and others’ approaches to them, these classes will therefore invite not only
the exploration but also the development of a variety of reading and writing practices.
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